Special Event Week
Aliens Love Underpants! Feb 2018
We had a surprise on Monday morning. All over the school there were underpants! Big pants, spotty
pants, small pants, stripy pants! They were in our registers and by the fruit. They were hanging down from
everywhere. I Yr 2 child was heard to say ‘Pants, pants. Pants are everywhere!’ One parent said it was like an,
‘Explosion of pants!’
What had happened? The children had all sorts of ideas- was it a joke?

Then , YR R children came into school and told us all that they had found something strange
on the field , while they were on their welly walk . What could it be? Is it to do with all the underpants we
have seen in school? There were underpants dangling from the trees and on the ground area!

We held a meeting and discussed what could be happening. Some children thought it might be something to do with
the story, ‘Aliens Love Underpants, ’ or Captain Underpants. YR 2 were busy making news reports and using the
green screen to project the image of the site behind the reporters. The children filmed the reports themselves. Some
yr 2 children thought we should contact NASA and let them know what had happened.

Yr 2 also wrote emails to Mrs Darch, describing the situation in school so she wouldn’t be surprised when she came
into school on Wednesday. Their writing was very descriptive and explained what had really happened at school.

Yr 1 used the Bee Bots to write an algorithm to reach the pants and save them. They also worked very hard on
designing ‘Super Pants’ with special powers e.g. stretchy underpants that could be made into a trampoline,
underpants that played music, underpants that make you fly fast. We showed them in assembly today.

On Wednesday Professor Jim from NASA came to investigate the site. He measured it and took soil samples and
photographs and looked at things through the magnifying glass. Then he came into the hall to answer our questions.

We had to work out how we could return the underpants to the Aliens and we made lots of plans. Yr R enjoyed
making an underpants storage pod and told us all about how it worked at assembly. They wrote all about their
imaginary alien and read their work out at assembly today. YR 2 children read out their alien descriptive writing.

YR 1 and Yr R designed and made their own clay aliens.

YR 1 using the paint programme to draw their underpants and using the Word program to describe their super
underpants!

Yr R children enjoyed
playing in the alien slime!

After lots of thought, we made the decision to collect up all the underpants and put
them back where we found the broken underpants storage pod. We wrote a label for
the aliens to ask them to give them back to their owners. We hope they will collect the
bag and fly away. We don’t really want this to happen
again! ...... although we have had lots of fun learning this
week!

